
  

Automation of reports for
operations meetings



  

The 'problem'

 DNG send a representative to the daily WLCG 
Operations meeting.

 Bring to attention of VOs (SAM/Nagios) test 
failures against sites.

 Provide a weekly report to management 
explaining these failures.

 Nature of the failure.
 Had the site recorded a scheduled downtime?
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Streamlining the process

 Mattia's talk: “...possibility to have an automatic 
system that replaces repetitive work...”

 “...aggregates the needed information...”



  

Design brief

 Reports generated on a daily basis for 
yesterday's errors.

 Simple HTML page created by cron.
 Simple, compact interface.
 Links to other sites (test logs, GOCDB etc).
 Don't need to keep reports indefinitely.
 Log file analysis (difficult)

 Start by searching logs for the most common errors, 
and refine with experience.



  

Implementation: step 1

 Curl the JSON from http://dashb-atlas-
sam.cern.ch/dashboard/request.py/historicalsiteavailability

 Return each site where availability < “some threshold (%)”



  

Implementation: step 2

 We know which sites had failures.
 Construct URL to query historical 

service availability for those sites.
 Single curl to get all data for a VO.
 Returns a list of dictionaries with 

'passing' and 'failing' tests:



  

Implementation: step 3

 For each failing service returned in step 2...
 Retrieve test history for last 24 hours.
 Potential for a lot of data; services often have 

multiple sub-tests.
 Retain last three failures. 



  

Implementation: step 3

 Construct URL to retrieve test log files.

 Only use last three failures for a given service:test name 
combination.

 Requires grid certificate (and hence password).

 Python threads  run parallel retrievals via curl.

 Set of greps to cleanse logfiles for failure summary. 



  

Implemenation: create HTML

 Using HTML.py module (www.decalage.info/python/html) to turn 
a Python dictionary into HTML table.

 Tooltips provided by javascript (www.dyn-web.com/code/tooltips)



  

HTML report



  

HTML report



  

Future work

 Password handling for grid certificate (WIP).

 Better error handling.

 Site availabilty % in table?

 Rotation of output files; send reports to our Dropbox 
repository.

 Roll out to all VOs; currently full chain works for 
ATLAS.

 Many thanks to Pablo for his help here.
 Code refactoring.

 Links to GOCDB for downtime.

 Move to DNG host, and use hostcert.
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